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Fulford Daily Exercises
Dr. Fulford was an Osteopathic Physician in the United States who developed some exercises for his
patients to help replicate and maintain the structural work that occurs within a manual osteopathic
treatment. There are 7 daily exercises that he created. We will be posting and explaining one
exercise each day. Doing all the exercises can take up to 30 minutes. The primary goal of doing the
exercises regularly is to free up physiological structures and improve flow throughout your body.
These exercises can be especially helpful during times like this when physical distancing prevents in
person treatments.

Exercise 1
Stand with your feet shoulder width apart and extend your
arms out to your sides until they are parallel with the
ground (approximately at shoulder height). Your left palm
should face upward to the sky while your right palm faces
the ground. The purpose for the left palm facing up is it
creates additional tension in the body and helps facilitate
stretching of the muscles (and connective tissue). It’s
important to take relaxed full breaths for the entire time
while holding this position.
Start by holding the position for 2 minutes (or as long as
you are able), and each day work to hold the position
longer and longer. The goal is to build your way up to
holding the position for 10 minutes! Once you’ve reached
your maximum time holding the position then slowly raise
your arms above your head without allowing your arms to
come forward (anterior). Allow your hands to touch above
your head than slowly lower back down to beside your
body.
This exercise is very hard and demanding. If it’s too
difficult then a modification is to sit on a couch and place
your arms along the back of the couch. Your left palm is
still facing up while your right palm is facing downwards.
Sit in this modified position for 15 minutes.

Exercise 2
This exercise is also known as the regenerative breath
or piston breath. Sitting comfortably on a chair, your
arms are hanging by your sides with your palms facing
upwards to the sky. Your tongue is on the roof of your
mouth, just behind your two front teeth. Visualize the
diaphragm like a piston constantly moving up and down
without stopping. Breath in and out through your
nostrils. You are taking the breath in, and blowing it out
straight away; then immediately taking another one in
and out. 10 Piston breaths are good to start and work
your way to increasing the reps. When 10 is easy, go to
20. When 20 is easy go to 40 and so on. When 100 is
easy go for more.
In theory this exercise sounds simple but many can’t do
it well. According to Dr. Fulford if you didn’t get that full
first breath after birth it will take more time to get to one
hundred. Dr. Fulford believed this exercise would help
regenerate cells in the body and help stagnated cells
back to normal activity.

Exercise 3
Lay on the floor with your arms stretched out to your sides
about shoulder height. Your left palm is facing up and your
right palm is facing down. With both shoulder blades in
contact with the floor, cross one leg over the other. Try to
keep the crossed leg as extended or straight as possible (try
to minimize bending the knee or hip) and allow this crossed
over leg to rest where it wants. Breathe deeply while in this
position and work your way up to 5 minutes. Then repeat the
exercise on the opposite leg crossed over the body.
According to Dr. Fulford the goal of this exercise is to stretch
the muscles in the pelvis. It can be quite relieving for
women who just gave birth or anyone with an aching back.
If any modification is needed (if this position causes any pain
or you have a vulnerable low back) you may need to prop or
bolster your crossed over foot on an elevated object.

Exercise 4
Sit in an upright chair with your thighs parallel to the floor
and lower legs perpendicular to the floor. Bend forward
with our arms between your legs (elbows on the inside of
your knees). Now hold onto the bottoms of your feet with
all your fingers under your arch with your palms facing
away from one another. Your thumbs are over the top
portion of your foot. Let your spine relax and fully stretch
in this position. Then start to breath slowly and fully into
your low back and tailbone for five minutes. The goal of
this exercise is to help keep the lower back more pliable.
Best results when this exercise is done daily.
If you find this position to easy then you can modify by
doing this exercise in standing. Note: If you have any
sciatic type pain than omit this exercise as it could worsen
the pain and that is the opposite of what this exercise is
trying to achieve.

Exercise 5
Stand directly with your back against a wall and feet
shoulder width apart. The back of your heels, lower back,
shoulder blades and head should touch the wall. Then
raise your arms straight out in front of you and have your
thumbs touch each other. With the thumbs touching,
raise your arms straight above your head very slowly until
they touch the wall behind you. Then slowly lower your
arms to your sides. It’s important to take full relaxed
breaths the entire time. Repeat this exercise twice, once
a day.
According to Dr. Fulford, the goal of this exercise is to
help pull the rib cage back into its normal position, while it
frees up the diaphragm and stretches the muscles all the
way from your pelvis to the base of your skull.

Exercise 6A
Sit in a chair with your back straight and both feet rooted
to the floor.
Clasp your hands behind your neck with your elbows out
at your sides. Push your hands forwards towards your
neck as you push your neck backwards into your hands.
This is also called the push and pull exercise. According to
Dr. Fulford, the goal of this exercise is to stretch the
muscles in this area as well as free up the circulation in
this region and into the brain. Do this exercise for as long
as you like.
Exercise 6B
Sit in a chair with your back straight and both feet rooted
to the floor.
Still sitting in the chair with your back straight and feet flat
on the floor, bend your elbows and place your fingertips
on your shoulders. Next bring your elbows in front of you
and as you inhale raise your elbows up towards the sky
and at the same time lower your head as if looking down
to the floor. Then as you exhale rotate your elbows out to
the sides and down to their starting position as your raise
your head to its original position. Repeat these revolutions
three to five times then reverse the direction for another
set. Make sure to breath slowly and fully.
These shoulder rolls were developed to especially help
the office workers stuck at their desk and in front of the
computer all day.

Exercise 7
Stand arms length from the wall, with your feet shoulder
width apart. Place your palms on the wall at shoulder
height. Bend your knees as much as possible while
keeping your heels on the ground. Hold this position to
gently stretch the lower legs. Hold the position for 1
minute while breathing deeply and fully. Repeat this five
times, once a day.
The goal of this exercise is to stretch the achilles
tendon. Dr. Fulford originally suggested this exercise
mainly for woman whom wore high heels, but over time
everyone can benefit from this lower body stretch.

